Review of Chapter 3
• What was General Llorente like? A
patriot? A liberal-minded guy?
• What evidence is there that something is
not quite right with Felipe-- that the
house is affecting him in negative ways?
• What is strange about Aura and Señora
Consuelo’s actions at the dinner table?
• What role does Felipe begin to see
himself playing in regards to Aura?
• What is suspicious about Felipe and
Aura’s sexual encounter?
• What new details do we learn about
General Llorente and Señora Consuelo
at the end of the chapter?

-- Chapter 4 --

Now you know why Aura is living
in this house: to perpetuate the
illusion of youth and beauty in that
poor, crazed old lady. Aura, kept
here like a mirror, like one more icon
on that votive wall with its clustered
offerings, preserved hearts,
imagined saints and demons (89).

How is Aura like
a mirror?

Now you know why Aura is living
in this house: to perpetuate the
illusion of youth and beauty in that
poor, crazed old lady. Aura, kept
here like a mirror, like one more
icon on that votive wall with its
clustered offerings, preserved
hearts, imagined saints and demons
(89).

How is Aura like
an item collected
and displayed
on the wall?

Now you know why Aura is living
in this house: to perpetuate the
illusion of youth and beauty in that
poor, crazed old lady. Aura, kept
here like a mirror, like one more
icon on that votive wall with its
clustered offerings, preserved
hearts, imagined saints and
demons (89).

Yes, I find her in the kitchen, at the
moment she’s beheading a kid; the vapor
that rises from the open throat, the smell of
spilt blood, the animal’s glazed eyes, all give
you nausea. Aura is wearing a ragged,
blood-stained dress and her hair is
disheveled; she looks at you without
recognition and goes on with her butchering.
You leave the kitchen: this time you’ll
really speak to the old lady, really throw her
greed and tyranny in her face. When you
push open the door she’s standing behind
the veil of lights, performing a ritual with the
empty air, one hand stretched out and
clenched, as if holding something up, and the
other clasped around an invisible object,
striking again and again at the same place.
Then she wipes her hands against her
breast, sighs, and starts cutting the air again,
as if-- yes, you can see it clearly-- as if she
were skinning an animal ... (91).
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What best explains
Señora Consuelo’s
actions here?

You climb up to your room, go in,
and brace yourself against the door
as if you were afraid someone would
follow you: panting, sweating, victim
of your horror, of your certainty. If
something or someone should try to
enter, you wouldn’t be able to resist,
you’d move away from the door,
you’d let it happen. Frantically you
drag the armchair over to that
latchless door, push the bed up
against it, then fall onto the bed,
exhausted, drained of your willpower, with your eyes closed and
your arms wrapped around your
pillow-- the pillow that isn’t yours.
Nothing is yours.
You fall into a stupor, into the
depths of a dream that’s your only
escape, your only means of saying
No to insanity. “She’s crazy, she’s
crazy,” you repeat again and again to
make yourself sleepy, and you can
see her again as she skins the
imaginary kid with an imaginary
knife. “She’s crazy, she’s crazy …”
(93, 95).
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Is this a new problem?
What other evidence
suggests that Felipe
Montero has been
drained of will-power?

in the depths of the dark
abyss, in your silent dream with
its mouths opening in silence,
you see her coming toward you
from the blackness of the
abyss, you see her crawling
toward you.
in silence,
moving her fleshless hand,
coming toward you until her
face touches yours and you see
the old lady’s bloody gums, her
toothless gums, and you
scream and she goes away
again, moving her hand, sowing
the abyss with the yellow teeth
she carries in her blood-stained
apron: (95)
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What is Fuentes literally
describing here?

your scream is an echo of
Aura’s, she’s standing in front
of you in your dream, and
she’s screaming because
someone’s hands have ripped
her green taffeta skirt in two,
and then
she turns her head toward
you
with the torn folds of the
skirt in her hands, turns toward
you and laughs silently, with
the old lady’s teeth
superimposed on her own,
while her legs, her naked legs,
shatter into bits and fly toward
the abyss ... (95, 97)
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What is the reader
supposed to understand
here? Is this dream, reality,
or evidence that Felipe
Montero is going insane?

Beside your plate, under your napkin, there’s an object you
start caressing with your fingers: a clumsy little rag doll, filled
with a powder that trickles from its badly-sewn shoulder; its face
is drawn with India ink, and its body is naked, sketched with a
few brush strokes. You set the cold supper-- liver, tomatoes,
wine-- with your right hand while holding the doll in your left.
You eat mechanically, without noticing at first your own
hypnotized attitude, but later you glimpse a reason for your
oppressive sleep, your nightmare, and finally identify your sleepwalking movements with those of Aura and the old lady. You’re
suddenly disgusted by that horrible little doll, in which you begin
to suspect a secret illness, a contagion. You let it fall to the floor.
You wipe your lips with the napkin, look at your watch, and
remember that Aura is waiting for you in her room (97, 99).
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Why is he holding this doll?
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Why is he holding this doll?
What are these details supposed to suggest
or connote?
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Why is he holding this doll?
What are these details supposed to suggest
or connote?

What kind of mood does this help to create?

You can make out the tall, leafy forms
that cast their shadows on the walls
in the light of the match. But it burns
down, singeing your fingers, and you
have to light another one to finish
seeing the flowers, fruits and plants
you remember reading about in old
chronicles, the forgotten herbs that
are growing here so fragrantly and
drowsily: the long, broad, downy
leaves of the henbane; the twining
stems with flowers that are yellow
outside, red inside; the pointed, heartshaped leaves of the nightshade; the
ash-colored down of the grapemullein with its clustered flowers; the
bushy gatheridge with its white
blossoms; the belladonna. They
come to life in the flare of your match,
swaying gently with their shadows,
while you recall the uses of these
herbs that dilate the pupils, alleviate
pain, reduce the pangs of childbirth,
bring consolation, weaken the will,
induce a voluptuous calm (101, 103).
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Does this help to explain
some of what has been going
on in the house? How?

Aura is dressed in green, in a
green taffeta robe from which, as
she approaches, her moon-pale
thighs reveal themselves. The
woman, you repeat as she comes
close, the woman, not the girl of
yesterday: the girl of yesterday-you touch Aura’s fingers, her
waist-- couldn’t have been more
than twenty; the woman of
today-- you caress her loose black
hair, her pallid cheeks-- seems to
be forty. Between yesterday and
today, something about her green
eyes has turned hard; the red of
her lips has strayed beyond their
former outlines, as if she wanted to
fix them in a happy grimace, a
troubled smile; as if, like that plant
in the patio, her smile combined
the taste of honey and the taste of
gall. You don’t have time to think of
anything more (103, 105).
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How could she seem older
and harder today?
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“Sit down on the bed, Felipe.”
“Yes.”
“We’re going to play. You don’t have to do
anything. Let me do everything myself.”
Sitting on the bed, you try to make out the source
of that diffuse, opaline light that hardly lets you
distinguish the objects in the room, and the presence
of Aura, from the golden atmosphere that surrounds
them. She sees you looking up, trying to find where it
comes from. You can tell from her voice that she’s
kneeling down in front of you.
“The sky is neither high nor low. It’s over us and
under us at the same time” (105).
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What is this supposed
to mean?

She takes off your shoes and socks and caresses your
bare feet.
You feel the warm water that bathes the soles of your
feet, while she washes them with a heavy cloth, now and
then casting furtive glances at that Christ carved from black
wood. Then she dries your feet, takes you by the hand,
fastens a few violets in her loose hair, and begins to hum a
melody, a waltz, to which you dance with her, held by the
murmur of her voice, gliding around to the slow, solemn
rhythm she’s setting, very different from the light movements
of her hands, which unbutton your shirt, caress your chest,
reach around to your back and grasp it. You also murmur
that wordless song, that melody rising naturally from your
throat (107):
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supposed to
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What is this
supposed to
John 13: Jesus washes the feet of his disciples-evoke?
commemorated on the Thursday of Holy Week
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How does Felipe know
this song too?

you glide around together, each time closer to the
bed, until you muffle the song with your hungry kisses
on Aura’s mouth, until you stop the dance with your
crushing kisses on her shoulders and breasts.
You’re holding the empty robe in your hands. Aura,
squatting on the bed, places an object against her
closed thighs, caressing it, summoning you with her
hand. She caresses that thin wafer, breaks it against
her thighs, oblivious of the crumbs that roll down her
hips: she offers you half of the wafer and you take it,
place it in your mouth at the same time she does, and
swallow it with difficulty (107, 109).
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Is this suggestive of any
other part of the novel?
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Pope Francis with a communion wafer

Then you fall on Aura’s naked body, you fall on her
naked arms, which are stretched out from one side of
the bed to the other like the arms of the crucifix
hanging on the wall, the black Christ with that scarlet
silk wrapped around his thighs, his spread knees, his
wounded side, his crown of thorns set on a tangled
black wig with silver spangles. Aura opens up like an
altar (109).
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hanging on the wall, the black Christ with that scarlet
silk wrapped around his thighs, his spread knees, his
wounded side, his crown of thorns set on a tangled
black wig with silver spangles. Aura opens up like an
altar (109).

Is this lovemaking
or some kind of
ritual?

You hear her warm voice in your ear: “Will you love me
forever?”
“Forever, Aura. I’ll love you forever.”
“Forever? Do you swear it?”
“I swear it.”
“Even though I grow old? Even though I lose my beauty?
Even though my hair turns white?”
“Forever, My love, forever.”
“Even if I die, Felipe? Will you love me forever, even if I
die?”
“Forever, forever. I swear it. Nothing can separate us.”
“Come, Felipe, come.”
When you wake up, you reach out to touch Aura’s
shoulder, but you only touch the still-warm pillow and the
white sheet that covers you (109, 111).

You hear her warm voice in your ear: “Will you love me
forever?”
“Forever, Aura. I’ll love you forever.”
“Forever? Do you swear it?”
“I swear it.”
“Even though I grow old? Even though I lose my beauty?
Even though my hair turns white?”
“Forever, My love, forever.”
“Even if I die, Felipe? Will you love me forever, even if I
die?”
“Forever, forever. I swear it. Nothing can separate us.”
“Come, Felipe, come.”
When you wake up, you reach out to touch Aura’s
shoulder, but you only touch the still-warm pillow and
the white sheet that covers you (109, 111).

Was this another
dream?

You lie back, without any
will, thinking that the old
lady has been in the room
all the time;
you remember her
movements, her voice, her
dance,
though you keep telling
yourself she wasn’t there.
The two of them get up
at the same moment,
Consuelo from the chair,
Aura from the floor.
Turning their backs on you,
they walk slowly toward
the door that leads to the
widow’s bedroom, enter
that room where the lights
are forever trembling in
front of the images, close
the door behind them, and
leave you to sleep in
Aura’s bed (113).

How could he not
have noticed
Señora Consuelo
in the room?

You lie back, without any
will, thinking that the old
lady has been in the room
all the time;
you remember her
movements, her voice, her
dance,
though you keep telling
yourself she wasn’t there.
The two of them get up
at the same moment,
Consuelo from the chair,
Aura from the floor.
Turning their backs on you,
they walk slowly toward
the door that leads to the
widow’s bedroom, enter
that room where the lights
are forever trembling in
front of the images, close
the door behind them, and
leave you to sleep in
Aura’s bed (113).

